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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW  
September 26, 2019      
 
ANDREW LANDRY  ( -7) 
 
 
Q.  What a great start for you.  You turned bogey free, 5 under par, and I was 
impressed that you were still aggressive on your inward nine. 
 
ANDREW LANDRY:  Yeah.  I mean, I was playing well, I just knew that if I can get a good 
opportunity inside 15 feet, I was rolling the ball so well, that I just figured hey, I can make a 
lot of putts right now.  That's kind of what I did all day, I made a lot of putts.  Ball-striking 
wasn't as good as I wanted, but the putting was there and it made up for it. 
 
Q.  Seven birdies, no bogeys, but I was really impressed with the par that you made at 
the par-3 second hole.  That was not a good lie in the bunker, had little green to work 
with and you make a big putt there.  
 
ANDREW LANDRY:  Yeah, and that's kind of the big thing that I've been focusing on.  You 
know, whenever I haven't made cuts in the past and the things that matter are the par putts, 
those saves like that to keep your round going.  That was for sure one thing that kept that 
round going.   
 
Hit a good ball on the next hole.  There's some tough holes, that little stretch there, three, 
four and five with those crosswinds.  It's kind of hard tee balls, especially with everything, 
you know, trouble right on four and same thing with three.  So those were some tough tee 
balls and I did very well and put myself in good opportunities coming in. 
 
Q.  Ninety-seven feet in putts today and you get that early tee time, maybe some fresh 
greens in the morning.  
 
ANDREW LANDRY:  Yeah, that would be good.  Hopefully the cold will stay away. 
  


